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ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment WorkbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment Workbook provides an educational self-assessment

	guideline for the interpretation of various electrocardiographic abnormalities. In this

	book, 250 common and clinically pertinent ECG abnormalities are included. Thus, any

	ECG tracings showing extremely unusual and rare ECG abnormalities or complex...
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Oracle Regular Expressions Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2003
Oracle Regular Expressions Pocket Reference is  part tutorial and part quick-reference. It's suitable for those who have never  used regular expressions before, as well as those who have experience with Perl  and other languages supporting regular expressions. The book describes Oracle  Database 10G's support for...
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MRI in Clinical PracticeSpringer, 2006

	"MRI in Clinical Practice" provides an easily accessible source of reference material to supplement existing texts, distilling a wide breadth of theoretical and practical information into a pocket-sized manual. The book covers the basic Physics behind MRI, quality assurance, up-to-date safety guidelines and a useful gallery of image...
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Programming Microsoft Windows CE .NET, Third EditionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Design sleek, high-performance applications for the newest smart mobile  devices with the industry’s most respected reference to Windows CE .NET. Now in  its third edition, this essential guide has been updated for Windows CE .NET 4.2  and the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework. Author Douglas Boling expertly  demonstrates how to apply your...
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CISSP: Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study GuideSybex, 2008
Here's the book you need to prepare for the CISSP exam from (ISC)2. Written by a team of experienced security experts who know exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official test domains Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book...
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Hacking and Securing iOS Applications: Stealing Data, Hijacking Software, and How to Prevent ItO'Reilly, 2012

	Data is stolen; this is no uncommon occurrence. The electronic information age has made the theft of data a very lucrative occupation. Whether it’s phishing scams or largescale data breaches, criminals stand to greatly benefit from electronic crimes, making their investment well worth the risk. When I say that this occurrence is not...
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Taylor's Musculoskeletal Problems and Injuries: A HandbookSpringer, 2006


	After more than a quarter century as a primary care educator, I am

	convinced that our graduates enter practice inadequately trained in

	the diagnosis and management of musculoskeletal problems and

	injuries. One reason for this perceived deficiency is the relatively

	short duration of primary care training—typically three...
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Windows Server 2008 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2008
Learn how to conquer Windows Server 2008 from the inside out! Designed for system administrators, this definitive resource features hundreds of timesaving solutions, expert insights, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for administering Windows Server 2008 all in concise, fast-answer format. You will learn how to perform upgrades and migrations,...
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Handbook of Pediatric Eye and Systemic DiseaseSpringer, 2006
Based on Dr. Wrights classic major reference, Handbook of Pediatric Eye and Systemic Disease outlines the latest findings in diagnosing children's eye diseases and their treatment options. Distilling the essentials of ocular manifestations of systemic disorders and diseases into a portable, complete and authoritative pocket reference, this handbook...
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Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft Excel: A Practical Guide for Business Calculations (Market Editions)Trans-Atlantic Publications, 2005
Tools enabling managers to carry out financial calculations have evolved in the last 20 years from tables through calculators to programs on PCs and personal organisers. Today, the majority of those in finance have Excel on their desks and increasingly on their laptops or pocket computers.
Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft...
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The Worst-Case Scenario Survival HandbookChronicle Books, 1999

	Danger! It lurks at every corner. Volcanoes. Sharks. Quicksand. Terrorists. The pilot of the plane blacks out and it's up to you to land the jet. What do you do? The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook is here to help: jam-packed with how-to, hands-on, step-by-step, illustrated instructions on everything you need to know...
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XNA Game Studio 4.0 for Xbox 360 DevelopersCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Discover how to create exciting and challenging games for the Xbox 360 using XNA Game Studio 4.0 and the Visual C# programming language. XNA Game Studio 4.0 for Xbox 360 Developers provides experienced game developers with a comprehensive overview of the XNA Framework, providing all the tools,...
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